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FROM DIANE

The other evening as I was sing in my chair relaxing
the dogs started barking. It was not their usual bark
it was fearful. I looked out the window and standing
up the hill was a huge black bear. So I grabbed the
camera and went to our bedroom to get beer
pictures and he looked right at me. It was prey
intense as you can see in the picture. Usually I walk
outside and take pictures of all the wild animals,
deﬁnitely did not feel safe with this one. The dogs
had not seen a bear yet, that I was aware of
anyway. This might have been the bear that opened
up our truck door a few months ago and found 2
onion rings that I had le# in there the night
before. My husband thought he may have le# the
truck door open un%l we received a phone call from
our neighbor saying that their cars had been broken
into and the seats were torn up and wet due to the
rain. They went out for fast food the night before as
well with their kids and they had le#overs in both of

their rigs. Our other neighbor had his door ripped
oﬀ (due to his truck door being locked) and they took
a bag of grain that was in there. Because of the
drought they have been coming to lower ground
searching for water and food. I had no idea that
bears had learned how to open up a truck door and
we no longer leave anything in the truck that the
bear might be interested in.
We have seen Bobcats (one was sleeping on our deck
railing right outside our bedroom in the middle of the
night a week ago), deer, elk, mix coyote/wolf (at least
that was what they looked like), raccoons, hawks,
condor, etc. We have not seen the mountain lion
yet, although our neighbor did. Another extremely
unusual sigh%ng 2 days a#er the bear was an animal
that appeared to be dog like, although it did not run
like a normal dog. What came out of my mouth
when I saw it was, “hyena” so I looked it up and it
looked the photos with the spots, rounded ears with
its back slan%ng down (shorter legs in the back and
taller legs in the front). Who knows, because
apparently they do not live here or do they? We love
the wild animals and respect that this was their
domain before we arrived. There is such a beauty
and admira%on for how they live and we have
blessed by residing among them.
In closing, Jeﬀrey and I will be out of town from
August 27th – September 6th to aend our youngest
daughter’s wedding in Kailua Kona, Hawaii.

Jeffrey and I wish you a wonderful summer
filled with special memories to last lifetime
Much Love,
Diane

Diane Rose Phillips
Spiritual Counselor
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(Channeled by Diane)

Vulnerability is a part of this transformation that your world is
experiencing. This phase includes life transitions, escalating earth cycles,
and personal transformations in order to evolve into the new
millennia. Everyone will experience some discomfort associated to this
progression. Personal transformations are related to each individual’s
greatest growth in this lifetime. The emotional aspects of this stage will
require resolution within oneself, to remove stagnation, for movement
forward. The depth of your experience depends upon your perception of
what is presented to you and the actions that you take.
As the earth cycles velocity increases, electronics are affected by the
electromagnetic disruptions from shifts of the earth’s magnetic fields.
Atmospheric pressure fluctuations are also “normal” during cyclic changes
when variations become erratic. These cycles not only affect electronics
they also affect the physical bodies. As the earth “processes” your physical
bodies must do the same and emotional expressions will emerge for
resolution. To “flow” during this time is to perceive all situations light
heartedly so that clarity is given to the bigger picture. A balance and
knowingness takes place during moments of clarity that can only be realized
from within. Once obtained, inner strength and security flourishes.

We Wish For You Peace in Your Life Experiences and
Grace as Your Path Unfolds, ,

Serione`

Photo Flash Back. Here are some of our favorite neighbor pictures., over the
last 7 years of life on Bear Mountain. (As I write this I was distracted by the
bobcat walking throughout yard). Yes we are blessed.
The day before I
snapped this pose,
this little cutey
was being stalked
by a bobcat in our
yard, so I stepped
out on our deck
and shouted at the
cat, who promptly
left. The next two
days, foxy hung
out in our yard.

We are on a slope so this
window in Diane’s office
is at ground level. Looks
like she wants in.

Diane took this sitting (literally) half-way
out her office window, with our old Sony 3
mega-pixel camera with a damaged lens.
She got a great photo that looks like a
painting.
The buck I saw out my office
window about 30 yards away.

From humming birds to Condors
(not shown) life on the mountain
can be for the birds.
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Personal transformation can and does have global eﬀects.
As we go, so goes the world, for the world is us.
The revolution that will save the world is ultimately a personal one.
~Marianne Williamson

